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The Australian space industry is undergoing a big bang. Mission concepts and technologies are developing for everything from Launch,
CubeSat and larger LEO missions and even interplanetary missions. Gilmour Space Technologies is developing solutions for all space
domains, and is also building a strategic supply chain to enable sovereign capability. An important part of this strategy is the development
and adoption of a common technical framework for space-qualified avionics that can be adapted for use on Next-generation Australian
spacecraft, from low-cost rapid LEO missions to advanced interplanetary missions.
The framework is based on the SpaceVPX standard but overlays topological and inter-module data architectures more commonly found in
CubeSats and other low cost NewSpace missions to realize further benefits in terms of reduced development costs and parts availability.
This paper outlines the Australian-developed G-Class Avionics Framework, and how it is applied to a sovereign Australian EO Technology
Demonstration Mission, and a strawman Interplanetary Mission. For each scenario, it is shown how the single framework is used to deliver
against very different FDIR and QA requirements, but cost savings are still realized through the ability to re-use much of the development
processes, EGSE and Test Environment. This paper concludes with a self-critique on where the framework can be further developed, and
introduces the G-Class steering community.

Applying NewSpace Philosophy to SpaceVPX

SpaceVPX a VITA standard which applies specialist considerations to the OpenVPX standard. It is complex, and avoids using bussed topologies for fear of single point
failures. A typical configuration is the “dual star” configuration, to enable dual redundancy. It is a very flexible standard, with numerous possible configurations.
Typical NewSpace engineering philosophy however focusses on fault tolerance, but also scalability, use of COTS equipment, and keeping things simple to reduce
development costs. The complexity of the SpaceVPX approach is somewhat antithetical to common NewSpace practices in, for example, CubeSats.
Nevertheless, the modular form factor for functional blocks and the card-and-backframe solution the the VPX family of standards provides do provide a number of
advantages that could be leveraged by the newspace community (this idea itself is not new), including common form factor, ease of integration and test, mass-efficient
backplane, ability to leverage existing terrestrial supply chains, and high density connectors. The challenge therefore is how to combine the NewSpace features that result
in rapid and low cost innovation, with the inherent robustness and commonality enabled by the SpaceVPX framework.
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G-Class modules utilise a digital
plane concept similar to the
• Dual Redundant 28V unregulated power
SpaceVPX approach.
P0 • Dual redundant CAN (triple optional)
The power and control planes
• Dual redundant PPS
supply the module with power and
a command and control data
plane. This is similar in principle to
• Dual redundant ethernet (triple optional)
the utility plane, and is mapped
P1 • Dual redundant Spacewire
exclusively to the P0 connector.
• 42 GPIOs
CAN is selected for the command
and control because the bus
P2 • 2x 48-way pass through connectors for GPIO
implementation and robustness to
noise allows for significant
scalability without redesign required, and the large amount of flight heritage of the technology.
Only 28V unregulated vbat is provided and all modules are expected to provide power
conditioning functionality themselves. The data plane is mapped to P1 and provides up to three
Ethernet interfaces, and two SpaceWire interfaces. The final connector provides user-defined
GPIO, and is not transported via the backplane at all, but is passed through to two large (50way) connectors on the under side of the backplane.
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Want to get involved?
Are you interested in helping us to build the G-Class standard? Do you have
constructive critique of the approach? We are trying to develop a “Steering
Community” to make the G-Class standard as defacto for NewSpace microsats as PC104 was to the CubeSat world (only easier to integrate and test!) Reach out!

